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Thank you for purchasing the SingStar® Microphone Pack. Before using this product, carefully read this manual and retain it for future reference. This SingStar® Microphone Pack is designed for use with the PlayStation®2 and PlayStation®3 computer entertainment systems.

Precautions

Safety
This product has been designed with the highest concern for safety. However, any electrical device, if used improperly, has the potential for causing fire, electrical shock or personal injury. To ensure accident-free operation, be sure to follow these guidelines.
• Observe all warnings, precautions and instructions.
• Do not use the device if it functions in an abnormal manner.
• If the device does not function properly, call the appropriate PlayStation® customer service number which can be found:
  – within every PlayStation® (PS one®), PlayStation®2, PSP™ (PlayStation®Portable) and PlayStation®3 format software manual; and
  – on our website eu.playstation.com

Use and Handling
• Do not expose the Microphones or USB Converter to high temperatures, high humidity or direct sunlight (operate in an environment where temperatures range between 5°C – 35°C).
• Do not allow liquid or small particles to get into the products.
• Do not put heavy objects on the products.
• Never disassemble or modify the products.
• Do not twist the cables or pull them forcibly.
• Do not throw or drop the Microphones, or subject them to strong physical shock.
• Do not touch the metal parts or insert foreign objects into the connectors.
Cleaning the Products
After using the Microphones and USB Converter for an extended period of time, you may find that dust has collected on them.

• Before cleaning, be sure to disconnect the USB Converter from the PlayStation®2 console or PlayStation®3 system and disconnect the Microphones from the USB Converter for safety.
• Wipe off the surface of the Microphones and USB Converter with a soft, dry cloth.

Notes
• This product contains small parts, which, if removed, may present a choking hazard to children.
• Any cleaning of the Microphones and USB Converter should be done by an adult, or under close adult supervision.
• Do not use a moistened cloth to clean the Microphones and USB Converter. If water gets inside, it may cause the Microphones and USB Converter to malfunction.
• Do not use benzene, paint thinner, or other chemicals, as these may damage the Microphones and USB Converter.
• When using a commercially available cleaning cloth, follow the instructions supplied with the cloth.

Connecting the Microphones
Holding the USB connector on the USB Converter with the USB mark facing up, securely insert the connector into any USB connector on the PlayStation®2 console or PlayStation®3 system.
Insert the blue Microphone plug firmly into the blue Microphone input, and the red Microphone plug firmly into the red Microphone input on the front of the USB Converter. An audible ‘click’ should be heard when inserting the microphone plug into the USB Converter input to confirm that each plug is inserted correctly.
When a compatible game has loaded, the blue LED on the USB Converter will light up to indicate that the Microphones and USB Converter are plugged in and working correctly.
You can connect or disconnect the Microphones while the console is turned on. However, software functionality may be impaired while the Microphones remain unplugged.
Disconnecting the Microphones and USB Converter
To disconnect the USB Converter from the PlayStation®2 console or PlayStation®3 system; pull it out by the connector. Do not pull on the cable itself as this may damage it.
Removal of the USB Converter will result in the game being paused.

Using the Microphones

Holding the Microphones
When singing, hold the Microphone approximately 5–8 centimetres (2–3 inches) from your mouth. Sing directly into the top of the Microphone.
Keep some distance between you and the TV. If the Microphone gets too close to the TV, this may cause feedback (a loud, high-pitched sound).

Troubleshooting
If you experience any of the following difficulties while using the Microphones or USB Converter, use this troubleshooting guide to help remedy the problem. Should any problem persist, call the appropriate PlayStation® customer service number which can be found:

– within every PlayStation® (PS one®), PlayStation®2, PSP™ and PlayStation®3 format software manual;
  and
– on our website eu.playstation.com

You cannot hear your voice through the game
• The Microphones are not connected to the USB Converter. Ensure you hear an audible ‘click’ when connecting.
• The USB Converter is not connected to a USB connector on the PlayStation®2 console or PlayStation®3 system.
• The microphone is being held too far away or at an inadequate angle to your mouth.
• The volume on your TV is too low.
During the game Player One is displayed on-screen as Player Two and Player Two is displayed as Player One

- The red Microphone is inserted into the blue Microphone input and the blue Microphone is inserted into the red Microphone input on the USB Converter. Switch the Microphones over to ensure the Microphone colour matches the input on the USB Converter.

There is a high-pitched sound emitting from my television

- You are standing too close to the speakers. Step away from the speakers and ensure that the Microphones are not being held too close to the sound source.

Specifications

Interface
USB

Connector
USB Type 1.1

Power consumption
30mA

USB Converter Dimensions (approx.)
74 x 50 x 20 mm

Microphone Dimensions (approx.)
240 x 38 mm

Weight (approx.)
690g

Cable length (approx.)
3 metres

Operating temperature
5°C – 35°C
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